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A GARDEN REIMAGINED
Renovations Underway in the Bradley Rosaceous Collection
Stephen Schneider, Manager of Horticulture
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under these trees during their peak blooming time in April
and May.
Planting bed deconstruction continued throughout the
spring and summer. With the arrival of fall, the horticulture
crew began the task of reshaping the beds. Approximately
5,000 double cobbles were moved multiple times in the process.
Field leadership for this effort was provided by Horticultural
Technologists Kirsten “Kit” Ganshaw and Matthew Connelly.
Kit provides ongoing care of the BRC and kept the operation
flowing in a way that, above all, paid strong attention to the

Horticultural Technologist Scott Grimshaw (right) and Hunnewell
Intern Mark Delaney reposition two of the more than 5,000
double cobbles moved as part of the bed redesign of the Bradley
Rosaceous Collection.

plants. Matt’s extensive experience with stonework—and outstanding skills with equipment operation—enabled us to stay
on time and on budget while attaining beautiful results. In the
spirit of "many hands making light work," nearly everyone on
the horticulture crew contributed to the completion of this
phase of the project.
The next round of renovations will begin this spring
with additional plant removals and relocations. Final bed
reconfiguration will resume in fall, including the installation
of a “Rose Roundabout” in the large open area at the north
end of the garden known as “The Gathering.” Once completed,
this revised area will display numerous hybrid roses, notable
for their rich colors and fragrance. e

Take a tour of the Bradley Rosaceous Collection
with Nancy Rose, editor of Arnoldia.

A Rose Family Reunion 
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